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Ahoy there shipmates.

Welcome to the Spring newsletter.

Firstly, let me start by apologising to Dan King whose name was
inadvertently missed off his article about beaching his boat in the
last edition.

There have been one or two changes in committee members, all the
details are on the back page and we are still looking for someone to
represent the North East harbour. If interested, please contact our
chairman Sue Sydney.

I would like to thank all the people who donated money to the
50km bike ride I did for the RNLI. I raised £215. We never know
when we might need them!!!

I don’t know about you, but I am looking forward to a summer of
lots of lovely sun, cruising (or sailing), meeting up with friends at
other mariners and generally messing about on our boat.

So, on that note, I hope you enjoy reading this newsletter, have a
wonderful summer & look forward to receiving some sailors’ yarns
from you to publish in the September edition.

Have a save & wonderful summer.

Melanie



A Tasty Supper
from

The Gourmet Galley

This is a quick, easy and delicious supper dish. My Mum used to cook this for us
when we were children. I still cook it now and it’s great served with thick
doorsteps of crusty bread and butter. I sometimes add sausages just for a

different twist. You can easily cook this on a boat with a decent galley or indeed
at home as you only need one smallish roasting tin that can go on the gas then

finish in the oven or under the grill.

Kentish Grill

1 medium onion

8 rashers or medallions of bacon

1 large tin of plum tomatoes
(maybe two depending on how thick the juice is)

4 large eggs

Mature cheddar cheese

A little oil

Method

Peel, slice and fry onion in a little oil for about ten minutes. Remove rind from
bacon, chop and add to the onions, fry for a further five minutes. Add the

tomatoes and heat thoroughly. When the tomato mix is gently bubbling remove
from the heat. Crack the four eggs onto the top of the bacon and tomato mix and
generously sprinkle with the cheese. Place in a moderately hot oven - at 170-180
degrees or place under the grill until the cheese has melted and the eggs are
cooked. If you like runny egg yolks keep a close eye on it and keep checking to

make sure they do not over cook.

Enjoy!
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Allchorn Boats
If you grew up or holidayed in Eastbourne, Sussex from the 50s right through till
the 80s one of the most regular summertime sights would be the Allchorn boats
moored up just off the seafront or operating from the beach.

The Allchorn family operated two boats, the William Allchorn and the Southern
Queen, both built in the early 50s, from right off the beach just to the west of the
Pier. There was an adjustable pontoon arrangement for customers to walk out to
the moored boats that lay alongside a floating pontoon. There was even an ex
military DUKW landing craft, commonly known as a DUCK, used to run passengers
out to the vessels at very low tides. This was particularly exciting for small boys –
The writer well remembers the experience!

The Southern Queen

The William Allchorn
The boats in their glory days.
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Allchorns ran traditional trips to the lighthouse, the white cliffs of Beachy Head and
the South Downs or around Eastbourne bay and were very popular with residents
and visitors alike. The boats were owned and operated by the families of original
Eastbourne fishermen who mostly lived along the Eastbourne coast and derived
their living from the sea, with fishing their main off peak occupation, when not
operating the pleasure boats. This was long before the Eastbourne Sovereign
Harbour came into existence so all boats including the fishing boats had to be
launched from the beaches to the east of the town, which could be a very
hazardous procedure, particularly the beaching after the voyage. Such pleasure
boats were a regular feature at many holiday resorts around the coast of Britain
during this period. Each boat was capable of taking at least 60 passengers in safety
and of course only operated in benign conditions.

Time took its toll on the boats and the owners. Then following the Marchioness
disaster in the Thames in 1989 tighter regulations swiftly followed. This, coupled
with the age of the owner led to the business being sold on in 1995 and very
gradually and under differing ownership the boats fell into disuse and languished
for a long time on the Eastbourne beaches – a sad reminder of times past.

However all is not lost, far from it.

Not everyone likes to see the past just disappear and two local men have now got
together and formed a Trust to try to refloat the boats and revive the business. The
ambition being to see the boats on the water off Eastbourne and once again taking
passengers to see the glorious views of Eastbourne. The organisation is receiving
strong local support and has several volunteers working on restoring the boats to
their former glory. This will be no easy task as both boats have been sorely
neglected and in the case of the Southern Queen left on the beach for sixteen years
with zero maintenance or attention. Both boats were stripped right back to the hull
and are needing extensive work, for example, new engines and steering gear etc
need to be obtained. However two local companies Copford Farm sawmill and
Gabriel Connolly tree surgeons have been extremely generous and supported the
project by donating oak and elm timber respectively.

The Southern Queen is housed in Net Shed 5 on Royal Parade Eastbourne and the
shed is open to visitors on a regular basis. The boat shed is normally open on
Mondays with volunteers working in and around the Southern Queen. Visitors are
encouraged to come in and see the progress. In addition Open Days are planned
at weekends.

There is also an educational element to the Trust. A classroom is being developed
within the boat shed for the education of school groups, tourists and locals alike
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so that anybody can gain some understanding of the local traditions and history of
Eastbourne and of course boat building and the importance of the Sussex coast to
our island nation. There is a free viewing gallery with photos and much
memorabilia from earlier days illustrating the history of the boats themselves and
the broader history of Eastbourne’s sea faring families.

Who knows, you may like to get involved and lend a hand ! There is a particular
need for marine engineering experience.

In addition to the William Allchorn and the Southern Queen there is also the Duke
of Kent ex RNLI lifeboat which was the Eastbourne Lifeboat during the Eighties.
Although this was in service only about 30 years ago it is interesting to see how the
design has since altered when compared to the modern Eastbourne Lifeboat –
Diamond Jubilee, which is moored in the Sovereign Harbour. The Duke of Kent
looks to be small and ancient in comparison and one can only feel for the lifeboat
crew that took it to sea in all conditions. The Duke of Kent has recently been
rescued from a quay in Tayport, Scotland where it has lain disused for several years
and the intention is to restore the boat and for it to be seen off Eastbourne once
more.

The Duke of Kent is now lying alongside the very Launch House from which it
operated all those years ago. The Launch House itself now houses the RNLI
Inshore Lifeboat whilst the much larger Diamond Jubilee operates from the
Sovereign Harbour.

So if you are living in or visiting Eastbourne come and have a look at some proper
local history, remember – the boat shed is open on Mondays.

For more info go to
http://www.allchornpleasureboattrust.org.uk/images/images6.jpg

Please be advised that a new all singing and dancing website is currently under
construction!

The projects Facebook page has more current information – search Allchorn
Pleasure Boats or @william allchorn

By Graham Castell
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On Thursday 28th February SHBHA
members joined members of Sovereign
Harbour YC, in the club, for a fascinating
talk from Alice Tebb of the marine
Conservation Society (MCS).

Approximately 60 of us listened whilst
Alice and her team explained to us just
how special our area of coast is. The area
around Beachy head is of unique
ecological value with living coral reefs,
rare chalk and sandstone reefs and
wrecks. Just a few reasons why MSC have
recommended that the area should be
designated a Marine Conservation Zone.

To find out more visit
www.beachyheadeast.org.

On Thursday evening we joined members of Sovereign Harbour YC for a fascinating talk from Alice Tebb of the marine
Conservation Society (MCS). Approximately 60 of us listened whilst Alice and her team explained to us just how sepcial
our area of coast is.
The area around Beachy head is of unique ecological value with living coral reefs, rare chalk and sandstone reefs and
wrecks. Just a few reasons why MSC have recommended that the area should be designated a Marine Conservation Zone.
To find out more visit
www.beachyheadeast.org.What’s Been Going On?

Many of you have your busiest time during the first three or four months
of the year as you try to ready your boat for the upcoming season. The
weather this year has not been very sympathetic what with weeks of rain
and strong winds and the week of atrocious winds when all lifts were
cancelled for safety reasons. Many of you have found yourselves caught
up in the boat yard issues caused by the delays which were caused by the
knock-on effect. Many boats could not meet their planned relaunch date
as the conditions had not allowed them to complete for example their
antifouling and polishing. All this, alongside staff changes and the delay in
appointing a new boat yard administrator, which caused many mix-ups in
bookings, has created a maelstrom of frustration and tension.
As we received lots of emails and first-hand reports from some of the
committee who were also caught up in the problems we have been
pushing hard for a speedy and fair resolution. Hopefully the situation is
now getting back on track as you read this.



Premier are planning an extension to the boatyard for 2020 to allow for
more boats to be ashore at this busy time of year.

In addition, lots of other things have been under discussion and I
summarise these below:
• Emergency delivery of parts can be arranged with the office. All other

deliveries should be via known carriers to their nearest drop point.
• We now have a dispenser for paper towel & gloves etc on the fuel

pontoon
• After an on/off situation the broken pump out facility is being totally

replaced
• The fibre optics are fully installed and the new barriers should be in

full working order soon. If you find your access curtailed by these,
contact the office for help with your fob.

• The lock bridge refurb is completed after numerous problems
• The lock maintenance programme is going to plan!!
• The lighting in the Boardwalk car park is still proving problem-some

due to the design of the unit the contractors installed. This is due to
be rectified by them. Netting will be installed in the immediate future
to reduce the problem of birds and the associated mess.

• Walkway lights are generally repaired within a week but there are
some outstanding ones waiting for specialist repair.

• New numbering signs for berths and ladder location are being fitted
throughout the harbour. New bridgehead safety signs and information
will also appear shortly.

• The gully in the middle of the boatyard will now be checked/emptied
weekly to prevent a build-up of material that causes flooding after
heavy/persistent rain.

• More blockages have been removed from the North Harbour sewerage
system to help solve the aroma that sometimes permeates the
facilities block. The laundry is also to be serviced by the franchisee.

• There is a delay in the start of the Fisherman’s Quay project but
hopefully a new contractor can be found to allow this to go ahead
soon.
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• There will not be a wholesale pontoon washing programme this year
but any bits that need doing will be given the treatment. (If you
experience a problem please contact the office)

• A channel pre dredging survey has taken place in readiness for the
arrival of Sospan dau and the annual dredge

• On the list for the future…….a new hoist, bridge painting and a Meta-
max (or similar) electric system ( with a phased roll-out programme
being drawn up)

Activities onboard the training vessel, the Good Ship SHBHA

Splicing

There was no gruel or hard tack biscuits to welcome the
crew onboard. Croissant and coffee was the first order of
the day on Saturday 12th January.

A massive turnout for the splicing event saw
everyone practice doing an eye splice and then a
back splice. Having completed that participants went
on to the real thing to create a fender line to take
away with them. The finished article photo just goes
to show what you can achieve with a little help.

Some also sampled whip finishing as another option when dealing
with ropes.

Massive thanks from everyone go to
Nicky, Jeremy, Ollie and Phil of Nicky's
Chandlery for their input, teaching and
patience and to Roy for keeping the
coffee flowing. It was a great event.
One of the best someone said!
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Basic First Aid
No rope burn was experienced at the above
event but Saturday 16th February saw lots
of action onboard the training ship.
Unfortunately, there were a few casualties!!
Fortunately we had lifeboat paramedic
Guy Emery on hand to give advice on the steps to take in such scenarios
as part of the Basic First Aid course. Using the equipment we would most
likely have on board he demonstrated use of such everyday items on
‘victim’ Alan and then gave us the opportunity to practice on our crew
members.
Amazing what you can create with an old magazine or blanket!
Participants were also guided through the best contents of an easy and
cheaply priced first aid kit.

The course was practical down to earth
and much appreciated. Thanks guys!
Events escalated the following week!
Saturday 23rd saw a motley crew of 10
using defibrillators* and attacking Rod
(Annie appears to have given up!)
We were also found crawling around on

the floor recording the signs, symptoms and treatment of burns, seizures,
shock, bleeding and heart attack to name just a few.
All of this plus how to prepare for a helicopter evacuation of a casualty,
what to have in our first aid kits onboard and of course bandages, lots of
them. This is just a brief resume of the day: we were doing the RYA
certificated First Aid course.
All agreed it was an excellent day with plenty of useful and applicable
advice. Thanks to Guy Emery for his time and
expertise.
*Commonly found in public spaces these days so
continuing the ‘help save someone’ theme, we hope
to organise a defibrillator specific course during the
autumn winter period of 2019/20……………..
Details to follow later in the year
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What’s in a name?

The next instalments of the saga of the Sovereign connection…

When, during the First Anglo-Dutch War, on 21 October 1652 the States
General of the Netherlands in a secret session determined the reward
money for the crews of fire-ships that succeeded in destroying an enemy

vessel. Sovereign was singled out: an extra prize of 3000 guilders was promised 'in case
they should ruin the ship named the ‘Sovereign'. The ship had not seen action during the
Civil War, remaining laid up. After being refitted in 1651, she had her first fight in the Battle
of the Kentish Knock, armed with 106 guns. In this battle she ran aground on the Kentish
Knock itself. Although repeatedly occupied by the Dutch in the fiercest of engagements
Sovereign was retaken every time and remained in service for nearly sixty years as the best
ship in the English fleet. By 1660 her armament had been changed to 100 guns. After the
English Restoration she was rebuilt at Chatham in 1660 as a first-rate ship of the line of 100
guns with flatter gun-decks and renamed Royal Sovereign; most of the carvings had been
removed.

She was smaller than Naseby (later renamed Royal Charles), but she was in regular service
during the three Anglo-Dutch Wars, surviving the Raid on the Medway in 1667 by being at
Portsmouth at the time. She underwent a second rebuild in 1685 at Chatham Dockyard,
relaunching as a first rate of 100 guns, before taking part in the outset of the War of the
Grand Alliance against Louis XIV of France.

For the first time she ventured into the Irish Sea and later participated in the Battle of
Beachy Head (1690) and the Battle of La Hougue, when she was more than fifty years old.
In that period she was the first ship in history that flew royals above her top-gallant sails
and a topgallant sail on the jigger-mast. During the Battle of Beachy Head it is recorded in
some books that she was nearly lost on submerged reefs in that area and that subsequently
these reefs took the name of the vessel by which they are known today.

Royal Sovereign became leaky and defective with age during the reign of William III, and
was laid up at Chatham, ignominiously ending her days, on 27 January 1697 by being burnt
to the water line as a result of having been set on fire either by accident, negligence or
design. Some part of the popular folklore attributes the fire to an overturned candle.

From launch until her ignominious end she was a first rate ship of the line.

First rate was the designation used by the Royal Navy for its largest ships of the line,
equivalent to the 'super-dreadnought' of more recent times. Originating in the Jacobean era
with the designation of Ships Royal capable of carrying at least 400 men, the size and
establishment of first-rates evolved over the following 250 years to eventually denote ships
of the line carrying at least 80 cannons across three gun-decks. By the end of the
eighteenth century, a first-rate routinely carried 100 guns and more than 850 crew, and had
a measurement (burthen) tonnage of some 2,000 tons.

In her honour, naval tradition has kept the name of this ship afloat, and several subsequent
ships have been named HMS Royal Sovereign.
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The AGM was supported by a goodly
number and the usual business took
place. Chairman, Sue reported on
the preceding year which had been
successful in many ways. There had
been lots of the support for the
events organised and the finances were in good health.
The Association’s Membership Secretary was pleased to report that
we have the highest number of members ever including someone in
the Isle of Skye and also most recently a couple who live in New
Zealand! We had also recruited member number 1000 since the
Association was formed. WOW! SHBHA International now.
Some of the committee had unfortunately had to stand down due to
health or change in circumstances. Sue thanked them all but was
pleased to report that two new volunteers had stepped forward. Mel,
(now editor) had stepped into the role and produced her first edition
at short notice. Chris Cook had also volunteered and would be
helping both Mel and Lloyd (webmaster). Chris has a passion for
Podcasting so we may be dipping another toe into the modern world
of technology soon!
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The election of officers and committee took place and everyone who
volunteered or offered to continue was elected into their post
unanimously. We thank you all for your confidence and look forward
to another active year.
After the meeting the three managers fielded a question and answer
session. It was agreed that this would mainly focus on the two main
areas of concern namely the boatyard and lack of response to
reports.
Dan lead the way with an explanation of the boat yard issues. Trying
to re-assure everyone that the ‘show was back on the road’ he also
outlined an idea to extend the area available for boats ashore at busy
times. This would involve planning permission and more discussion.
Members gave their opinions on various aspects of the project and
these contributed greatly to shaping the ideas of what would be best
practice. The discussion lead onto security issues and how best to
proceed to provide as secure a marina as possible. The debate
concluded with an agreement that the Management should put
together a plan for submission to Head Office to make best use of the
new fibre optic set up recently installed.
Response to reports and lack of communication
would be under the spotlight and suggestions
regarding customer care were offered by those
present. Dan and his team agreed to follow some
of these up to improve the frustration currently
being felt by members.
Sue promised to continue to discuss any
developments and communicate them to members via newsletters.
All three managers were available afterwards to discuss individual
concerns or complaints.
We were grateful to Christine Walker-Richmond for providing
delicious pre meeting cakes and Gill Clare for providing a moving
presentation of the year’s events.
The Yacht Club had graciously allowed us the use of the Sovereign
Suite and provided the coffee too so our thanks go to them for their
hospitality and generosity.
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A Tricky Dilemma
As we start to plan our trips across the Channel whether turning left or right
our of Sovereign, we need to be aware of the real risk of encountering
migrants attempting to cross to England. I am not going to make any
comments about the rights or wrongs of this activity but rather explore the
practical considerations of an encounter.
This advice is taken from the RYA website. It’s a bit tricky to find but it’s in
the ‘Cruising The World’ section. Additional advice may be obtained from
their cruising manager Stuart Carruthers.
Let’s assume night has fallen and that we are heading for Fecamp and
inside UK waters. We become aware of shouting and spot an inflatable that
is not moving.
We all surely know about our legal obligations under SOLAS. In a nutshell,
we must offer assistance to anyone in distress regardless of nationality. If
we don’t do so we must record reasons in the log. The RYA advice is SOLAS
Chapter V does not apply to a small yacht and we should not directly
intervene. We would record the incident in the log and contact the relevant
search and rescue – typically Solent Coastguard. As well as the difficulties
involved in taking any number of people on board, there is a risk of the crew
being overwhelmed and being put in danger. We should stand off and follow
instructions. It will be noted that the log book is very important and that all
actions and reasons should be recorded. It is likely to be very stressful
situation but as always planning for such an eventuality is wise.

Chris Cook



Your Officers and Committee work voluntarily to help
you enjoy Sovereign Harbour. We ask you to encourage
others to join and keep the Association strong.

Chairman & Sue Sydney (WS17) Sovereign Star
West Harbour Rep
Vice Chairman & Gill Clare (G23) Morning Mist
Central rep
Membership Secretary Nigel Dumbell (F30) Tipsy Tart

Assistant Editor
Treasurer Big BubbleLorraine Elliott (WS16)

Secretary David Baird (J9) Lobster III

North Harbour Mason Pendrey (NF06) Moody B

South Harbour Alison Attwood (SX21) Takataka

Webmaster Lloyd Austin (WT17) Sea Runner

Newsletter Editor Melanie Cockill (F44) Carribbean Blue

Committee members

Symon Cockill (F44) Carribbean Blue

Rob Walker-Richmond (WS08) Always There

All members of the committee and officers can be contacted via the website

and on a final note….
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